POSITION TITLE: Vice President, Operations

REPORTS TO:

I. PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:

Plans, organizes, directs, and controls the activities of the Operations function of the division. Responsible for the performance of all Department functions; Manufacturing, R & D, Materials Management, Order Services, Rework and Engineering.

II. ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:

Reviews and approves adequate plans for the control of planned outputs, budget spending, labor efficiency, material efficiency, engineering effectiveness, customer service, and order entry efficiency, along with human utilization.

Reviews performance against operating plans and standards. Provides reports to subordinates on interpretation of results and approves changes in direction of plans.

Presents monthly reports on performance as requested by the Chief Executive Officer.

Develops and recommends corporate operations policy within the Operations Department.

Defines and recommends objectives in each area of Operations. Develops specific short-term and long-term plans and programs, together with supporting budget requests and financial estimates.

Reviews and approves cost control reports, cost estimates, and manpower and facilities requirements forecasts.

Coordinates and collaborates with other departments of the corporation in establishing and carrying out responsibilities.

Reviews and approves the setting of budgets throughout the Operations Department.

Reviews and approves Operations major projects involving major functional changes within the Department's functional areas.

Develops plans for new areas of technology for the manufacturing functions along with sufficient planning for areas that support the mission of the Corporation within Operations.

Reviews and approves the implementation of manufacturing and organizational plans that support the Operations Master Plan.

Establishes objectives and procedures governing the performance of assigned activities. Issues specific annual objectives to immediate subordinates and reviews objectives of the Operations management.
Selects and maintains qualified personnel in all positions reporting directly and recommends compensation for them.

Directs, monitors, and appraises the performance of units immediately reporting and provides the necessary coordination between activities.

Identifies training needs, initiates development of subordinates, recommends effective personnel action.

Coordinates activities of assigned units with those of other company units. Seeks mutual agreement on problems involving coordination.

Consults with all segments of management responsible for policy or action. Ensures compliance within area of responsibility. Makes recommendations for improving effectiveness of policies and procedures.

Reviews and endorses or revises budget proposals received from direct reports. Submits budgets for assigned activities in accordance with the budget procedure. Approves budget expenses up to authorized dollar amounts.

Provides orientation and on-the-job training for subordinates and ensures that the authority and responsibility for each position are defined and understood.

III. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE:

B.S., Engineering or Business discipline.

A minimum of three (3) years as a Vice President of Operations in a manufacturing company, with the responsibilities of producing, purchasing, inventory control, production control, and engineering, as well as shipping, receiving, and warehousing.

Sound administrative skills, well-developed management skills-principles and people.